works

The friendly new face
of your workplace.
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se:works implements intelligent functionality to
create an emotional impact. The system is sophisticated, modular and perfected for multiple use.
The modules can be used on their own, or simply
combined and connected to each other. The system
incorporates bench elements with no backrest
as well as armchairs, sofas and personal workstations. These are available with or without
visual and acoustic screens. The complete range
of elements includes shelves, tables and cable
management for power and data.

Concentrated work

The modular system of base elements offers
unlimited options for the personalisation of
the working environment. Each linear se:works
module can be ordered to meet the specification
of your space, exact to the nearest centimetre.
So whether you are creating an open, modern
workspace or an office in an historic older
building, every working environment can be
designed in the optimal way, to create whatever
working culture is most appropriate for you.

Informal solo

Video conferences

Teamwork

Informal groups

Waiting

Socialising
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Workplaces
to feel good –
feel-good
places to work.
It is no longer unusual to have a sofa in the office.
Many companies nowadays provide cosy seating
areas. But that alone is not enough if you also
want to boost the productivity of your employees.
Sedus has, therefore, created something completely new with se:works: ergonomic and multifunctional upholstered furniture to make people
feel at home in the office, while leaving no doubt
that this is a place to work. Alone or in a team.

Networkers. Electric
modules are already fitted
or available separately.
If desired, you can also
opt for a wireless inductive
charger for smart phones.

Undercover. The optional
power supply, which can
be retrofitted without any
tools, is attached to the
traverse and can then be
placed in the best position
for the power connection.
By placing the power
sockets under the front
edge of the seat, they are
easy to access and still
well protected.
Supporting role. The traverse looks light and elegant, incorporates
the electrics discreetly and can be adapted to any desired size.

Concentrated work. Research on creativity has shown that
a change of scenery as well as relaxation can make creative
processes more efficient. Especially if you’re finding it
difficult to think of new ideas. Seating areas with the right
equipment will encourage employees to leave their desk –
and to return with new solutions.

Well-placed. Make a sketch, write, use your notebook? The optional side table
can be adjusted horizontally to each user’s ideal position.
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One, two, three. Thanks to
the sophisticated modular
system. Ready-made configurations are available for
individual solutions and to
make planning easy.
Armchair

2-seater sofa

3-seater sofa

Relaxing
efficiency.
Armchairs, sofas, etc. are normally used for relaxing breaks, informal get-togethers with colleagues
or a place where you can concentrate without being
disturbed. They make it quick, easy and inexpensive
to create the right environment. As well as being
customisable to your individual needs, se:works
offers a full range of ready made configurations in
a wide choice of materials and colours; from traditional layouts of armchairs and sofas, to circular,
S- or U-shaped configurations. Each seat can be
fitted with a screen. A choice of tables and shelves
complete the range.

Informal groups. Spontaneous meetings for two people
or larger groups, a casual atmosphere, informal brainstorming without any pressure on time or results – the
perfect breeding ground for the best ideas. Inviting,
multifunctional sofa landscapes create the ideal environment for this form of productive work.
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A platform for creativity.

10/11
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Whether people are videoconferencing, meeting
as a team, holding informal conversations or
just want to do some private work, the option
of visual and acoustic screening for each seat
creates zones where people can remain undisturbed. Ideal for all types of working environment,
including in heavily-trafficed, open plan and

collaborative workplaces. Visual screening ensures
people using the space are not distracted by
activity and do not disturb their colleagues.
Users are able to use the sense of privacy to
work in peace while enjoying the benefits
of an open working culture. Materials and
finishes can be chosen to complement seating.

Video conferences. As the modules can be combined in a
number of different ways, se:works can also be used for
video conferences. The participants can see their colleagues
as well as the screen. They can fully concentrate because it’s
very comfortable and the ergonomic seating supports them.
Ideal accessory: an elegant, mobile monitor caddy.
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Open for modern forms of work.

Thanks to its modules, tables and power supply
options, se:works provides unlimited combinations
for all kinds of use while creating a flexible office
environment. As a shielded retreat for confidential conversations or for concentrated work,
through to dynamic team meetings and informal
get togethers. As well as more standard configurations such as circles, S-shapes, „vis-à-vis“ or
benches, it is possible to create personalised
solutions, with or without screens. This allows
for the creation of unique soft seating layouts
and islands of wellbeing.

Teamwork. You do not need to sit in a conference room for
presentations, project meetings or creative get-togethers.
A feel-good sofa area encourages interaction and creativity.
And because se:works supports the body ergonomically,
people can still move their heads and remain alert and
attentive. The Sedus portfolio also has suitable solutions
for documents and media.
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Level. This mobile, single table, se:works assistant, extends
the worksurface available for the user. With its fully adjustable height setting, the table can be adapted to meet the
exact needs of the user, making it easy to use with a laptop
or documents.
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Socialising. Nowadays you can work anywhere. But you also
need direct informal contact in order to chat with colleagues,
exchange ideas and find inspiration, experience a sense of
togetherness and develop a common culture. Sofa areas are
the ideal meeting places.

Focus. Individual tables have a fixed height, specified
to optimise the ergonomics of people working on the
sofa. Choice of a trapezoid or circular worksurface in two
diameters, finished in wood or melamine with a black
or white base.
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Turns waiting
time into
quality time.

Friendly reception areas should make visitors’ waiting time as pleasant as
possible. And they play an important role in representing corporate culture.
se:works does all this perfectly. With attractive seating landscapes that offer
a high level of comfort and functionality. With zones that provide privacy,
encourage conversations, or are designed for reading and working. And with
a wide range of shapes, fabrics, colours and accessories – you can create
any kind of corporate identity.

Waiting. Comfortable waiting areas help visitors to relax and
put them in a positive mood. As strangers also come together
here, it is important to create some physical distance with
work surfaces or visual distance with different lines of sight.
Worksurfaces and writing tablets encourage people to use
the waiting time productively.
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Minimalist. Backless benches
are a simple, space-efficient
option for people sitting for
short lengths of time, with
an open aesthetic and a high
quality finish, for example
leather.
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Wonderful view of
the work landscape.
At se:works, ergonomic, visual and tactile qualities come together in a completely new way. The design boasts clear lines and balanced proportions,
radiating lightness. Elegance meets functionality, expressed by the distinct,
meticulously modelled upholstered curves that support the lumbar region.
Premium fabrics and pleasing materials increase the comfort level and the
skilled workmanship provides high-quality upholstery and welding. The
wide range of options and colours means that any ambience can be created.

Freedom of choice. Wool-

Sense and sensibility.

On the table. A work sur-

len materials, faux or real

se:works products are a joy

face can also be integrated

leather, wood, metal or

for all the senses. You can

into the sofa landscape.

melamine, cool, warm or

see straightaway what they

The Sedus collection of

individual colour schemes,

can do and feel their quality

surfaces provides a wide

everything and anything

in every detail.

range of different materials

is possible.

and colours.
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Perfect support
for your employees.

What makes se:works so unique is what makes all
seating solutions from Sedus so special: perfect
ergonomics for a long-lasting beneficial and
healthy work posture. You’ll see and notice this
in the specially formed backrest, which gives
people support exactly where they need it: in the
lumbar region. The ergonomics of the seat depth
and upholstery have also been optimised. The
seat cushions are based on a robust frame with
an elastic membrane for the padding underneath
and special foam padding on top. It looks and
feels cosy, yet it is undoubtedly a workplace –
this construction makes se:works very different
to other sofa collections.
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A vision of rest.
Sedus se:works focus is an innovative solution
designed to meet the need for concentrated work.
It offers a compact, complete workspace, as functional as a cockpit thanks to its attractive, humane
design, intelligent elements and visual and acoustic screening. The ergonomic design incorporates
a curved backrest and encourages the user to
move and so allows people to work in comfort

and undisturbed over longer periods. This makes
se:works focus the ideal solution for people who
need to work quietly or have a break from their
desk. It works as a standalone solution or can be
clustered in a range of configurations to create
quiet working zones. This can be particularly useful in noisy or busy spaces where concentration
can prove difficult.

Informal solo. Well-being and relaxation are no longer limited to leisure time. Nowadays,
workplace design also focuses on stress prevention. As only well-balanced employees can
develop their full potential. Workplaces where employees can retreat to concentrate on their
own work or get together informally to work without being disturbed play an important role.
The choice of versatile se:works modules or the self-contained se:works focus model make
it easy to create bespoke workplace solutions.
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beech

oak

black

white

The right place. The sur-

Wire free. The unit incor-

Storage space. The se:works

Convenient. Optional

Versatile. You can also

face for drinks and other

porates an induction zone

focus sidebox incorporates a

power connections can be

attach se:works focus to the

items can be finished to

for the wireless charging of

power supply and space for

accommodated for easy,

right-hand of the unit, with

match the legs in wood,

smartphones, leaving the

personal torage. Its powder-

fast access under one lid.

or without visual privacy or

black or white.

surface free and uncluttered

coated surface complements

There is even space for

a writing surface.

by cables.

the frame in back or white.

cables and adaptors.

Vis-à-vis. This configuration
is particularly space efficient
and so exemplifies the advantages of se:works focus.
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Screen element

Full range –
complete overview.

Back cushion

Seat upholstery

Infinite. Individual seats can be specified in any form or

Corner back

or

length. If desired, with or without backrest, visual privacy

Storage

or additional surface.

Supporting beam

Finishes

8501 \ C11

\ B26

\ B45

8500 \ 110

\ B46

Options for standalone solutions

\ 103

\ 120

Options for all se:works elements

Light-footed. Choose feet that are made from real wood, in natural oak or natural beech, or in the colours black or white.
The aluminium feet are polished or powder-coated and available in black or white. The frames, available in black and white,
powder-coated, can be freely combined.
Tables

sp-331 Circle ø 1000 mm
sp-331 Circle ø 1200 mm
Height: 680 mm

sp-331 Trapezoid
1000 × 559/615 mm
Height: 680 mm

sp-312 assistant
ø 500 mm, height-adjustable
from approx. 470–775 mm

sp-002/6934 Writing tray
560 × 285 mm,
Height: 660 mm

Electrification

Well connected. Electrical and mains connections are either installed fixed or as a flexible,
removable power outlet. Storage is also available with an induction surface to charge smartphones wirelessly.
pd-002/8909
se:works power supply

pd-001/8749
built-in socket module
Point

pd-200/8956
se:connects charge+

Starting element

Extension element

End element

1-seater bench

sp-631

sp-641

sp-651

2-seater bench

sp-632

sp-642

sp-652

3-seater bench

sp-633

sp-643

sp-653

Connecting element 90° and
Connecting element 90° „vis-à-vis“

Circular segment 45° and
Circular segment 45° „vis-à-vis“

sp-635

sp-635\7028

sp-661

sp-661\7028

sp-645

sp-645\7028

sp-655

sp-655\7028

The following elements are also available as a mirrored version „vis-à-vis“. This reversed configuration applies to all selected backrest and screening elements
within a complete sofa configuration.

Backrest and
Backrest „vis-à-vis“

\4110

\4110\7028

Screen element and
Screen element „vis-à-vis“

\4120

\4120\7028

Corner back left and
Corner back left „vis-à-vis“

\4111

\4111\7028

Corner back right and
Corner back right „vis-à-vis“

\4112

\4112\7028

Screen element 90° left and
Screen element 90° left „vis-à-vis“

\4121

\4121\7028

Screen element 90° right and
Screen element 90° right „vis-à-vis“

\4122

\4122\7028

Corner back for
connecting element

\4112

\4112\7028

Screen element for
connecting element

\4122

\4122\7028

Storage surface

\4115

Corner storage

\4115

Backrest and
Backrest „vis-à-vis“

\4110

Screen element and
Screen element „vis-à-vis“

\4120

\4110\7028

\4120\7028
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Dimensions

Format. The ability to specify the product to centimetre
accuracy reduces your costs and allows you to personalise
space at a fixed price.

Suggested configurations

sp-611 Armchair

sp-671 solo

sp-612 Two-seater sofa

sp-681 Armchair
with screen element

sp-625 focus
with screen element

sp-626 focus
with screen element

sp-674 corner

sp-678 u-shape

sp-613 Three-seater sofa

sp-673 chaiselongue

sp-683 Three-seater sofa
with screen element

sp-682 Two-seater sofa
with screen element

sp-675 circle

sp-672 double

sp-684 twin
with screen element

sp-685 circle with screen element

Thinking ahead. A variety of attractive and popular sofa
layouts are available pre-configured, ideal for quick and
easy specification.
sp-676 wave

sp-677 snake
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Always the best solution.
With its wide variety of colours, finishes and
materials, se:works has the ability to impose its
own aesthetic or complement an existing space.
The seats are available in both leather and fauxleather as well as a wide range of fabrics with
almost limitless colour choices: from natural wool
to discreet patterns and flame retardant upholstery. The ability to choose different materials for
seats, backs and screens is particularly exciting.

All fabrics are strictly tested to the highest
standards, and exhibit exceptional performance
characteristics including tensile strength,
chemical resistance and fastness to light.
This ensures great day to day performance in
use and guarantees a long life.

New worlds. The wide range
of materials and colours for
se:works and other Sedus
products is impressive. The
range offers up a whole new
world of choice and style.
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Associations:

ISO 50001
ISO 9001
ISO 14001

se:works:

Sustainability down
to the last detail.
Sustainability and the quality associated with
“Made in Germany” have been key company principles at Sedus for more than 50 years. Principles
that se:works also embody. This is reflected in
recycling-orientated product design, ecologically
tested materials, resource and energy-conscious
manufacturing, and ongoing quality tests.
The se:works sofa collection is made exclusively
in Germany, therefore guaranteeing the highest
environmental standards. For example, semianiline dyed leathers only get as much dye as is
necessary to leave them breathable and openpored. The se:works individual tables also have a
smooth edge finish that perfectly combines durability, beauty and environmental friendliness.

Gentle protection. Sedus
does not use paint as a finish
or to prevent corrosion.
Instead it uses a powder
coating that is more environmentally friendly.

Leather from nearby. The
leather is sourced in South
Germany and Austria,
therefore guaranteeing
the highest quality while
ensuring short and
environmentally friendly
transport routes.

Sedus operates globally in accordance with the principles
of the UN Global Compact on human rights, labour standards,
environmental protection and fighting corruption.
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